This article reports work to assist learners in acquiring insights into certain grammatical and lexical areas of English by drawing on their awareness of fairly elementary mathematical concepts-and shows how often English structures can behave in ways parallel to numbers. For learners with an appropriate background and learning style, it is suggested that this approach can be a powerful way of supporting their language learning by making connections to concepts with which they are already familiar.
Introduction
Nowadays 'contextualization' is a guiding principle in ESL/EFL grammar and vocabulary pedagogy: teachers and materials writers are encouraged to attempt, in one way or another, to ground classroom focus on language form/s in the 'real world' of learners. This change has come about largely as a result of shifting viewpoints on the nature of learning in general and language learning in particular. Contextualization has come to mean a number of things in practice. For practitioners of content-based instruction (for example, in the Insights series, Brinton et al. 1997) , focus on form/s might take place within the framework of larger units on history or social issues; thus a unit on immigration might examine relative clauses in the context of making definitions relating to acculturation. Writers of grammar textbooks (as in the Grammar in Context series, Elbaum 2001) might ask students to draw on life experiences in doing sentence-completion exercises. Others might contextualize through an examination of naturalistic, 'authentic' texts. Contextualization might be conceived in still other ways, but the common thread is that students are asked to connect 'attention to form' in the classroom with larger schemas, especially familiar ones.
Here I propose to connect classroom focus on certain areas of grammar and vocabulary to students' awareness of fairly elementary mathematical concepts-and hope to show how often English structures can behave in ways parallel to numbers. At first glance, this kind of instruction may seem to go squarely against the tide of communicative grammar materials. After all, isn't mathematics at least as abstract and decontextualized as rules for the formation of relative clauses, if not more so? Perhaps it is, but for a majority of the international and immigrant students with whom I have piloted this kind of instruction in editing sessions in advanced college writing classes over seven years, such mathematical concepts are already crystal-clear and have long been part of students' academic lives. Why not draw parallels where available and potentially useful? Below I consider a number of possibilities. Though most involve concepts of some familiarity to those with secondary education, they come recommended with a caveat: these applications are likely to be most accessible to college-age or older students who are known to share deductive, analytical learning styles and least accessible to younger students, to those who shun deductive in favor of inductive learning, and of course to those without the appropriate mathematical preparation. This point will be elaborated later.
Parallelism, common denominators, and simplification
To begin with a very straightforward case: grammatical 'parallelism' in coordinate structures is an issue addressed both in ESL/EFL and native developmental writing courses. Below are three examples taken from actual NNS learner compositions:
(a) I wanted to return to my home, get a job, and for seeing my family again. (b) I love motorcycles because of their sound, speed, and I can feel the wind with them. (c) Some students choose their majors which are make more money, easy to study, and easy to accept by colleges.
The structural problem common to the above sentences can be represented as the problem of adding un-addable quantities; the solution is to convert them into addable form.
The first thing that may come to mind is adding fractions. Here, the maths is fairly elementary. Example sentence (a) above is parallel to adding the fractions below:
It is parallel because a solution (or 'a proper interpretation') cannot be calculated until a common denominator is found. What common denominator(s) would work here?
In the case of the fractions, the lowest common denominator is 12. The fractions are converted as:
Likewise we need a structural common denominator for sentence (a) above: we cannot coordinate a to-infinitive, a verb phrase, and a prepositional phrase:
½to return to my home þ ½get a job þ ½for seeing my family again
In this case, finding a common denominator does not require converting all three structures at hand (although for another example, it might). Here we need only align the second and third conjuncts with the first by adding other instances of to:
½to return to my home þ ½to get a job þ ½to see my family again
The result is a grammatical sequence-a first step. But it is not a particularly elegant sequence, just as the sum of the fractions-9/12-is not in its simplest form. In the case of the fraction, we want 'threequarters'; in the case of sentence (a), we would normally want to eliminate the second and third of the 'tos' and retain only the first; the result is less repetitive. Here, we may draw on a statement of the distributive property of numbers for a parallel in coordinate structures. 
Limitations
Drawing these sorts of parallels has limitations. It does presume that students know how to find common denominators, not just in maths but also in natural language. In many cases, this may be as simple as teaching good dictionary skills-how to find the proper noun derived from some adjective, or from some verb. In others, style may enter into the picture. Not everyone would prefer to see sentence (b) converted as below:
(b) I like motorcycles because of their sound, their speed, and my ability to feel the wind with them.
Another problem is that although language may 'act mathematically' in some respects, pragmatic considerations may not always favour elegance. Sometimes, structural simplification is not desirable (just as we can imagine contexts when we would not want to convert the fraction 9/12 to 3/4). Three examples that might show this are below: Moving from sentence (d) to sentence (f), an increasing number of words are shared by both conjoined elements (rather than stated separately inside the brackets). Comparing the first sentence with the third, one may find them pragmatically nonequivalent: somehow the inference to be drawn from (f) is that she met two people at the party. In sentence (d) we are not led as strongly to that inference; the (e) case perhaps lies in between. Thus, simplification may sometimes have other effects.
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Despite the need for pragmatic fine-tuning, it still holds true that if one coordinates in a series, parallelism applies within that series. That is the value of the maths connection.
A context for pluralizing nouns
As all ESL/EFL instructors know, the failure to mark plurals on nouns is a common learner issue. Though it may seem amusingly simplistic to bring mathematical abstractions to bear on whether to say my friend called or my friends called, the use of sets and subsets can be applied to a more difficult kind of plural-one in which it is not so easy to visualize 'plurality'. This is the sort of plural found in the expressions one of the reasons, one of my sisters, some of the students, most of the people, specifically where countable nouns are involved. For many learners, a disproportionate percentage of plural errors occurs here. Even where simple quantifier-noun sequences like two students are produced, the plural is omitted in the above uses. Whatever reasons lie behind this asymmetrical pattern of error, the application of concepts from set theory may be useful here and elsewhere to focus on semantic issues. The use of 'Venn diagrams' involves the idea of sets; these have been used for various purposes in many published ESL/EFL texts. One published grammar-related example is found in the Grammar in Context series, where sets help to sort out the variants of the word other (Elbaum 2001: 404-5 ).
We start with the notion of the definite article the, as it applies to a noun: the X. There are various reasons why we might use definite articles. One might be to delimit a class of things with a modifier following the noun and in doing so, to set it apart from other entities outside that class. So we might speak of the kiosk on Main Street. We are justified in using the in that we are delimiting, and focusing attention on, a single kiosk within the class of all kiosks, thereby perhaps implicating that there are no other kiosks on Main Street. The Venn diagram is drawn as below:
The kiosk on Main Street thus forms a proper subset of all kiosks.
What, then, does the word of mean? Used with quantity phrases, it marks the relation between a proper subset and its containing superset (the larger set that contains it). So, to speak of two of the kiosks or one of the kiosks is to speak about a proper subset (one with two members or one figure 1 member, respectively) within a superset (the kiosks). Now, if there is at least one member outside the subset, then there are at least two members inside the superset, as the circles show:
The act of visualizing this can bring to consciousness the fact that one cannot have an expression like one of the X without X being plural:
Likewise, two of the X is possible only if X contains at least three members, and so on.
We have spoken now twice of proper subsets: once with the phrase the kiosks on Main Street, and again with one of the kiosks. It follows that we will represent the phrase, one of the kiosks on Main Street using two proper subsets, one an integral part of the other. The final representation will be Graphically, these are the relationships we express in such common phrases as two of the people living there, most of the things we did yesterday, and so on.
Sets and relative clause types
Venn diagrams lend themselves easily to the study of a notoriously difficult point (often for native writers, as well): the distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses. This distinction is embodied in the following pair of sentences:
(a) The guests who brought food were sitting in the garden. (b) The guests, who brought food, were sitting in the garden.
Non-restrictive relatives are normally set off by commas, while restrictive relatives are not. Perhaps the most common way to explain the meaning difference in these sentences is that in the first case, we may safely assume that there were other guests at the event in question and that those guests did not bring food. In the second case, we are asserting that all of the guests at the event were in the garden and (incidentally) that all brought food. This is information which can easily be represented as follows, where each 'X' represents one guest: Figure 5 establishes a superset S1 containing all the guests at the event, and a proper subset S2 containing those guests who brought food; the graphics should make it clear that with a restrictive relative clause, we are singling out and delimiting a particular set from within a larger set; we are answering which members of a larger group are being talked about. Figure 6 , in contrast, establishes a subset S2 which is coextensive with the superset S1 (and is therefore technically not a proper subset of S1). No delimitation or singling-out is taking place; rather, we are simply re-specifying the same set with another name (which accounts for the common designation of such clauses as 'nonessential').
Uniqueness and the definite article
Now to say something more about the definite article the: if we have taught ESL/EFL for any length of time, we know that near-mastery of the articles a/the is elusive for many learners. In a writing course, the issue cannot receive sustained focus; however, it is possible to deal in a capsule way with a certain problem area where the use of the definite article is almost fully predictable. This is when the word the marks what Quirk et al. (1985: 270) call 'logical uniqueness'. Below are some examples of frequent learner production:
I called first person I saw. The dentist asked for next patient to come into the office. I did not want to eat rest of my dinner. She was standing on opposite side of the river. I was last person standing in line.
We could continue with sets here as above, but since so many ordinal terms are involved, it may be more useful to think in terms of ordered points on a line segment. Where such an ordering relationship exists, the ordering of one point with respect to any other point, or any other set of points, is unique. Consider the line segment below, on which intervals are marked:
Whichever point is the object of focus, that point stands in a unique relationship to the other points. The point furthest to the left has the property of being 'first': no points lie to its left, and all other points lie to its right. We therefore name it the first point (given a left-to-right convention). The point just to its right also stands in a unique relationship to the other points: there is exactly one point to its left (and, incidentally, others to the right). We name this the second point. Likewise for the third, the fourth, etc. As for the point on the extreme right, its key properties are that interval-points lie to the left, while none lie to the right. This is therefore the last (in the sense of 'final') point. The point just to its left is the next-to-last point: it has exactly one point to its right and at least one (though pragmatically speaking, more than one) to its left. What of terms like next, and last in the sense of 'previous'? Do these denote truly unique things? After all, we could apply either term to many points along the scale, so they do not seem unique in quite the same way that first/second/third do: Yet given the context in which these terms are used in ordinary speech, uniqueness obtains here as well. Normally we use next after having grounded ourselves in the discourse at some particular point on a segmented scale. Suppose we are grounded at point #3 above. Given that context, only one point can be called 'next': it is exactly one point to the right of 3. Therefore we call it the next point. Likewise, whichever point we choose as our standard or focus, only one point can be called last (meaning 'previous'). We call this the last point.
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In sum, when used before a noun (or as nouns), order-related terms require the definite article (or another definite determiner like my/your) in all but very special circumstances.
4 Unfortunately, some of these special circumstances occur daily in clipped speech: we find nothing strange in hearing a cashier call out, Next (in line)! Perhaps because uniqueness can be inferred from the very nature of the meaning of next, no communication breakdown occurs when we say the word next without an article. At any rate, it has to be understood as clipped speech, not as a norm or model for written (or even most oral) language. The central idea is that the identification of unique common nouns normally occasions the use of the definite article; using lines and intervals is a graphic way to convey that idea.
A similar technique can be extended to points on and within a circle to illustrate concepts such as 'opposite', where a point is drawn on the periphery of the circle: this is the speaker's standpoint in the discourse:
Another point is identified by drawing a straight line through the circle such that it includes the first point and the center point. From any point of focus, exactly one point can be called 'opposite': thus, it's the opposite point. By the way, we also illustrate that the word center (normally) represents another definite, unique concept requiring the.
The concept the rest can be illustrated using a different type of circle, again of the set-related Venn diagram type. Here, we begin by defining some quantity; this is the 'given' or 'context of utterance'. Whichever quantity is first defined, the remaining quantity is defined as 'rest'. For any situation that quantity is unique-hence, the rest. Framing this in terms of set theory, we can speak of complement sets. Given a set of elements of a certain type (say, books) and a proper subset of elements within that set (say, history books), the complement set C consists of all members inside the superset but not inside the proper subset-i.e. the rest (or the remainder, or the others). This represents the shaded area in Figure 10 :
Finally, the concept the only X can be illustrated by a single point placed inside a Venn diagram which contains no other points.
Conclusion
At the beginning, I mentioned that contextualization is likely to involve embedding in students' prior knowledge and past experiences. The judicious use of maths in the grammar classroom seems to fit that description rather well for a great many students, in particular those above the secondary level. The fact that highly abstract concepts are involved makes them no less familiar ('real') concepts. This article has offered four representative applications.
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To continue a point made earlier, this article does not advocate that a teacher should build hour-long lessons, much less grammar curricula, around the mathematical properties of English: maths-to-language parallels must be drawn cautiously so as not to enlighten some while alienating others. A teacher who attempts to use maths descriptions as a class tool must be confident that his/her students do not find maths 'forbidding territory'; even students who are able to calculate fractions in practice may not be oriented toward making relevant connections between adding fractions and formulating phrase structure. This, then, requires some awareness of students' learning styles. With a class of university students majoring in engineering or the hard sciences, a fairly global judgment may not be so difficult to make: such students are likely figure 10 to share highly analytical learning styles, to see maths as second-nature and, often, to enjoy the structural analysis of language. With a mixed class of community college students with varied backgrounds and aspirations, teachers will need to be more cautious-though both analytical and visually-oriented learners are likely to benefit from the graphics in Venn diagrams. In general, however, the material in the paper might be most suited to editing sessions with individuals or small groups of post-secondary students whose cognitive orientation to language learning the teacher has ascertained through experience and discussion. Needless to say, a teacher's enthusiasm toward the overall approach is essential as well.
Though no comparative acquisitional results are offered from controlled classroom research on the efficacy of teaching such concepts, I can say that many entering-level college students with whom I have worked are receptive to any maths-to-language parallels that may be drawn-in fact, they find them fascinating-and that over seven years of classroom application, students' demonstrable short-term improvements in grammatical and lexical accuracy have seemed directly attributable to instruction. In fact, frequent over-generalization of the rules has been observed, resulting in sentences where the maths does not quite match pragmatic requirements. If over-extension is seen as characteristic of a developmental stage, as it often is, such errors may be a sign of progress.
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Notes 1 One rough account comes from the sort of work done by the linguist Talmy Givón (1990: Chapter 19) , who draws statistical correlations between relative syntactic independence (i.e. how close to being a full clause is each conjoined part, and are any constituents shared among the conjoined parts?) and the relative independence of events (i.e. how discrete and disconnected from each other are the events described in the parts of the coordination?). 2 A very novice-friendly introduction to set theory may be found in Allwood et al. (1977) . 3 We may immediately think, 'But can't we talk about a previous point, too?' We can, and here it is useful to bring sets back into the discussion. A previous point could be represented as 'one member of the set of points which lie to the left of the point in focus'. 4 Special cases include, for example, expressions like a third point where it is used to mean, 'one of multiple possible things which could be mentioned after the second point'. It is also possible to conceptualize the idea of 'next-tolastness' and say, 'A next-to-last point is a point that has exactly one point to its right', using the indefinite article a with the expression next-to-last. An ESL/EFL teacher who is confronted by a student with apparent counter-examples like these can simply bring in set theory to show that we are now talking about the set of all hypothetical lines with intervals. Since we want to indicate that there is a choice of possible third points and a choice of possible next-to-last points, we are not committed to the definite article here. 5 Another application might involve the treatment of English tense and aspect. There have been formal treatments in the literature on verb semantics (for example, in Dowty 1979) that develop ways of distinguishing the meanings of Mary is leaving/Mary leaves/Mary has left, etc. in terms of points and sets of points on a time-line. Through the topic is complex, many ESL grammar texts have captured some of the basic ideas using comparative time-lines and arrows. The same basic ideas could be extended to the frequent learner problem of distinguishing the prepositions until and by: until noon represents a set of points from some (possibly unspecified) starting point to a specified endpoint; by noon represents a single point prior to a specified endpoint. Thus if we buy our books until noon, we are engaged continuously, while if we buy our books by noon, we need only be engaged for an instant (conceptually, at least).
